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2

______ Memory cannot be modified , It is mainly used to
distribute a firmware
ASCII Stands for

3

Full form of RAM

4

In Computer terminology CAD is stands for

5

RAM is

6

Time Period of Third Generation Computer is

7

Which

is not Computer Hardware?

8

Which

is not the Characteristics of computer system

9

Which

is used for telephone line?

1

10

Which port is used less these days and replaced by USB ports?

11

Which

storage is used for temporary storage?

12

Which

computer are mainly used as a server?

13

Which

mouse is used without wires?

14

Which

option are best example of touch screen?

15

First generation computer used

16

which

17

_____is s raw material?

18

Chief component of first generation computer was

19

Microprocessor was introduced in

20

Which

21

Which was the computer conceived by Babbage?

22

The arranging of data in a logical sequence is called?

23

In computer system scanner is ______ device?

24

____________ has the shortest access times.

25

Which

26

The total time to reach under specific sector is known as

27

Which

is used in night vision cameras?

28

Which

storage devices are used for temporary storage?

29

_______ used for temporary storage.
Which recognition technology to use read special character
and symbols?
Dot-matrix is a type of

30
31

is not characteristics of computer

is a feature of fifth generation computers?

is a read only memory storage device?

33

A kind of serial dot-matrix printer that forms characters with
ink sprayed dots is called
Which is not input device

34

Which is standard input device

35

Who founded mouse?

36

Mouse is ________device

37

Which

38

Touch screen was found in the year of ___

39

Joy stick was found in the year of ___

40

Full form of VDE is ____

41

43

Track ball was found in ______
A device used for video games, flight simulators, training
simulators and for controlling industrial robots.
Hammer is used in which device?

44

Which

is not an output device?

45

Which

can be used to print flax banners?

46

A printer is a

47

50

DPI means
__________ is bunch of instructions which is used to do some
specific operation using some particular language.
_________ acts as an interface between hardware and
application software
Pixel stands for____________.

51

Which can be used to print flax banners?

52

55

________is mostly used for virtual reality system?
Which output device is used for translating information from a
computer into pictorial form on paper?
To produce high quality graphics (hardcopy) in color, you
would want to use a/n
The output quality of a printer is measured by

56

Which storage devices can store maximum amount of data?

57

Which is not a part of a digitizer?

58

Give correct full form of led.

59

Give correct full form of alu.

60

Give correct full form of cu.

61

The primary storage device is

62

The word computer comes from the word

63

1 nibble equals to

32

42

48
49

53
54

is not a point-and-draw device?

64

what is binary equivalent of hexadecimal B

65

Which is not correct number

66

Which Language that Computer can Understand & Execute?

67

1 GB =

68

1 Byte = ________ nibble.

69

Which is not positional number system?

70

Decimal equivalent of (00011001)2 is

71

73

A word DOT-MATRIX is one type of ___________.
To produce high quality graphics (hardcopy) in color, you
would want to use _____
Printing Speed can be measured in _______

74

Which options can be put under Non CRT display technology?

75

Tiny nozzles of printer head is called ______.

76

In computer system Light Pen is ______ device?

77

In computer system Speakers are ______ device?

78

full form of POS
The amount of time it takes for the disk to rotate until the
required location on the disk reaches the read/write head.
FULL FORM OF MIDI

72

79
80
81

83

A disk is divided into many circular ________.
The time required by the read/write head to move from one
track to another.
Full Form of CRT

84

Full Form of OLED

85

Which is Non-CRT Display Unit?
___________ is Microsoft online file storage service for storing
data in the cloud by using its own infrastructure.
A type of flat panel display that uses small cells containing
ionized gas that responds to electric fields
What are comes in category of Optical Storage Media?

82

86
87
88
89

92

solid-state drive is known as
A flat-panel display electronically modulated that uses the
light-modulating properties of liquid crystals combined with
polarizers.
Each sector stores a fixed amount of ________ for HDDs useraccessible data.
Each track of a magnetic disk is subdivided into ________.

93

________ is negligible as compared to seek time and latency.

94

Full Form of FAT

90
91

101

A Round flat piece of flexible Plastic disk is encased in a square
plastic or vinyl jacket cover that is called as _________.
A Light sensitive device that converts drawing printed text or
other images into digital form is
Most important advantage of an IC is its
The device that can both feed data into and accept data from a
computer is
A modern digital computer has
A pen shaped device which can sense light, and is used to
point at spots on a video screen.
1 byte equals

102

32 bit equals

103

1 KB equals

104

Which input device convert your voice into digital form?

105

Which input device is mostly used in bank?

106

full form of PPM

107

How many function keys are there in keyboard?

108

full form of OBR

109

118

CPU is a processor made up of the ALU and _____.
UNIVAC and ENIAC computers are example of ______
generation computing devices.
Which characteristic is suitable for computer for the statement
- Unlike human being a computer free from monotony,
tiredness and lack of communication?
Which characteristic presents in the statement - Computer can
perform various types of task at a time without any single
error.
Nowadays, High-performance ____________ computer
systems are widely used in business, engineering, in
manufacturing and even at home.
India had developed the PARAM-10000 super computer in the
year ______.
________ Storage does not lose the data when the device is
powered down.
ASCII Stands for _______________.
_____ generally used to hold the program being currently
executed in the computer.
Full form of EPROM

119

In Computer terminology ‘CAD’ is stands for

120

Which is used in First generation computer?

121

Microprocessor was introduced in which generation?

95
96
97
98
99
100

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

122

Full form of MICR

123

Which is a Non-impact Printer?

124

Full form of LCD

125

129

Which input device is used to read the BAR CODE?
Which input device is basically used by banks to provide facility
in the processing of Cheque?
Which device we need to edit text that has been read by
scanner?
Which device is widely used to evaluate the multiple choice
questions in education examination assessments, recruitment
process or in voting system?
Which is a primary input device of computer?

130

The most commonly used layout for keyboard is _________.

131

133

Which printer provides resolution from 300 to 1200 DPI?
_______ Printers do not make contact with paper to produce
text and graphics on paper.
What is Binary equivalent to Decimal 19?

134

What is Octal equivalent to Binary 1111?

135

What is Hexadecimal equivalent to Decimal 271?

136

What is Decimal equivalent to Binary 10011?

137

141

What is Hexadecimal equivalent to Binary 10011?
A ______ modulates and demodulates electrical signals sent
through phone lines, coaxial cables, or other types of wiring
A _______ is a framework for gathering, managing, and
analyzing data for the science of geography.
Bluetooth enable device has an individual identity in a form of
_____________.
Which type of data set is not used in GIS related software’s?

142

The point data feature can be used to represent __________

143

GIS deals with which kind of data?

144

Which statements is true about the capabilities of GIS?

145

At what frequencies do Wi-Fi radios make transmissions?

146

Which is not used in Wi-Fi data transmissions?

147

WIFI stands for_________

148

A Wi-Fi enabled device can be_____

149

Full form of GIS is ____

150

GIS uses the information from which sources?

151

ATM stands for

152

CDMA as per telecommunication stands for__________.

126
127
128

132

138
139
140

153

Give correct full form of UPS.

154

Give correct full form of CLI

155

Sometimes shutdown is also known as
By right clicking the on mouse, you can see shortcut menu on
screen is called_______
When you write something as per rules of particular command
or action for a computer language, it is called as______.
Which type of virus can take control when you start or boot
your computer?
Signs which may help you identify computer viruses
_______ is the delivery of computing services including
servers, storage, databases, networking, software, analytics,
and intelligence over the Internet
There are ______ main service models of cloud computing.

156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

Full form of IaaS
____ is a digital cellular technology used for transmitting
mobile voice and data services.

